Asian cities possess a unique heterogeneity of social and cultural backgrounds, which have significant informal sectors with open temporary and mobile activities that are flexible, quick, light and low-cost. Today, the mobile, temporary and bazaar type informal activities command an increasing demand as an alternative to the high urban rental land and goods.
Introduction
Most Asian cities have highly dense population of consumers and visitors in streets where agglomeration of activities exists to cater for everyday needs of people. In highly urbanized cities, streets are the origin of dynamic commercial activities and have become the culmination of city infrastructure because of its flexibility to replicate facilities, social interactions and economy of people. That is because most of the informal shopping activities, bazaar type open commercial activities, temporary and mobile activities are established around the multiple needs of people.
Shopping streets as the heart of Pettah are the first phase of livable and authentic development of Colombo. Therefore, effective making of commercial streets is the way to improve the quality of place with concentration of activities and many amenities over a period of time. These quality-shopping streets have a strong sense of place. Therefore, throughout the study, characteristics and strategies of quality shopping streets are explored. That is because revitalizing shopping streets will enable interaction between different types of people and they will be guided appropriately.
For the commercial/ shopping backgrounds, unique qualities are required to accomplish particular needs of selling goods, which can be identified as tactical methods of shopping. (Mehrothra, 2007) elaborates the idea of temporal landscape, kinetic city or everyday urbanism as a universal relevance for contemporary urban conditions. In fact, street culture and bazaar naturally get unsettled and discontented. People who continue with the everyday city routine have enhanced this unpredictable kinetic atmosphere.
According to the observations, small-scale, improvements are progressively achieving the short-term commitment of place and economy. Hence, the owners themselves achieve these short-term improvements through temporary urban interventions, which are generally additions and extensions to built fabric or context. These temporary urban interventions in shopping streets lead as a catalyst for effective community development, economic improvement, cultural enhancement and infrastructure upgrade, while promoting a strong sense of place to maximize quality of place, life and amenities around people.
Research Question
In shopping streets, temporary urban interventions are competitive in attracting people and retaining vital, vibrant and livable communities. However, the general practice is that the policy makers understandably commit resources on permanent physical improvements of shopping streets by replacing or removing the temporary installations. This is done under the assumption that temporary interventions cause uncertain risks rather than committing resources on permanent improvements for streets. Therefore, it is important to reassess the existence of temporary urban interventions and its levels of contribution to the place making process. This deals with the research question of what and how the temporary urban interventions contribute to the process of making places in Pettah.
The research focuses on the tactical place making in shopping streets, which is basically about creating and transforming places into where people want to linger and enjoy a particular activity with amenities of place, while creating place through temporary interventions that result in lighter, quicker, cheaper place making.
 Place-making in terms of shopping environments (What)
Most Asian commercial cityscapes consist of unique patterns and different functional layers such as permanent, temporary, mobile and open spaces. These layers are enriched with diverse potentials creating the place according to its particular function. According to (Mehrothra, 2007) in Asia and in cities of South Asia in particular, 'tidiness' is not as much of a concern as in the cities of the West. Architects, planners, and urban designers are concerned about the organization of human activities in space. Also, in Asia when someone tidies up a street by paving public sidewalks or cleaning encroachmentthrough their efforts of cleaning up the kinetic city, they become urban heroes. In the Sri Lankan context, the same character has been enhanced in commercial environments.
Place-making is 'the process of creating quality of places that people want to live work and learn in' (Wyckoff, 2014) . But in shopping streets, place making strengthens the connection and interaction between people and place while shaping the physical environment in order to maximize the capacities of local community asserts. It is further improved by facilitating creative patterns of use, paying particular attention to the physical, cultural, and social identities that define a place and support its ongoing evolution.
Place-making is relevant and powerful in enhancing the quality of life and supporting collaboration that connects people and supports local action. (MIT Department of Urban Studies and Planning, 2013) . Also, it is a process that benefits the people who share it on a daily, weekly & yearly routine and recognizes relationships that nurture community capacity on a long-term period. Moreover, (Markusen & Gudwa, 2010) state creative place making animates public and private spaces, rejuvenates structures and streetscapes, improves the local business viability and public safety while bringing different people together to celebrate, enjoy and get inspired. It explains the benefits related to the making of place and economic developments and higher property values for the community.
Comprehensive series of activity patterns based shopping streets are mentors for a powerful change and evolution of urban shopping streets, which provides opportunities for a sustainable city. Different layers of street such as permanent, temporary and moving have number of potentials to attract people and create inviting spaces. Therefore, to uplift the quality of places that contributes to the people's happiness and well being, it is necessary to bring social, cultural and environmental potentials together.
Benefits of place-making
Place-making is an innovative way of shaping the community and creating attractive, sustainable places. Though this is the scope of place making process, outcomes are vital in actions. Value assessing is as important as engaging with the particular kind of concept for the people, place, and community. Place-making process also considers reducing risks. In the study of creative place making, Vazquez (2012) elaborates that,  Creative retail shopping activities can provide high revenues on investment for both community and economic development.  Place-making enhances the creative economy, which provides more entryways for the prosperity of individuals and communities.  Place-making can help communities to be flexible for changes, and make their communities more sustainable.  Place-making strives to balance two conflicting needs of individuals in societyself-actualization and safety.  Place-making can uplift product quality and product based communities in society.


Temporary urban interventions in shopping streets
Places are for people and should be flexible for various functions and changes in relation to its components. Temporary interventions have a potential of adding activity and enhancing existing activities to these shopping streets, which will provide new opportunity for regenerating the place and its use. 
Activity based interventions
Seasonal activities, promotional activities, bazaar type activities, pop-up activities, caravans are observed examples for activity based temporary urban interventions in shopping streets in Sri-Lankan context.
Structural interventions
Examples for structural interventions from existing structures around the world can be stated as billboards, name boards, public notices boards, seating arrangements, illuminations, flags, sounds, canopies, umbrella shadings, shopping decks etc.
Sensory interventions
Sensory interventions in streets are ways of defining places on street using music, different sounds, illuminations, smell, colors, etc. This will transform distinctive presence on the streets into a special one. These sensory interventions increase the intensity of people's emotions. Makes the place unique with perceptible characteristics along streets.
In 2010, Carlo Rousseeuw published Kinetic Architecture; modeling design and behaviourinteractive architecture that interacts with the landscape and structural kinetic changes. Kinetic architecture, the simulation of structure and behaviour play a valuable role, making each structure unique to its context, usage and interaction. He interpreted light levels, temperature, proximity creates uniqueness to a structure and context, while noise levels, smell, views, and shadings provide favourable conditions to stay, spend time and move around on a daily basis.
 Different approaches to place making in shopping environments
 Lighter, quicker, cheaper approach
Lighter, quicker, cheaper approach involves making temporary interventions challenging towards the high value of urban setting and provides benefits for people to target the shopping streets. These temporary activities mainly characterized by flexibility and adaptability, can be easily replicated because it is subjected to necessary changes. This is a classic method of tackling people to their place who has respect for dynamic and variety of place and goods while expecting cheaper stuff. Therefore, such approach is appealing not only because they are relatively cheap but also because it's quick to implement. In relation to quick implementation, experiments can be done to evaluate the growth of small business, start-ups, and local entrepreneurship as a futuristic approach to urban planning. Shopping streets nurtures joy while addressing the safety and security of rapidly urbanizing city's large population.
 Out-of-the-box approach
The out-of-the-box approach is also an elevation of temporary urban interventions for making the place effectively. Activities do not stick to the particular structure and place. This approach meant to achieve the place where most of the assets are magnetic to one particular area. The modular, multi functional docks are light in weight and are easier to assemble and encourage people to interact with shopping streets in new ways (Public spaces, 2016) .
 Hands-on approach
Unlike the aforementioned two approaches, this is of learning and experimenting new cultures of temporary activities in public places. A hands-on approach also has the vision to facilitate benefit for community-building and empowering public places.
 Selected architectural parameters to measure place-making in shopping streets 1) Spatial anthropology study 2) Social anthropology study  Studying and onsite observing in selected streets  Identifying level of place-making in shopping streets through evaluation chart.  Capture the spatial and social anthropological properties to make the street effective and quality of place is accessed and most functioning place making urban interventions in shopping streets.
 Identify the level of sustainability in shopping streets in order to signify temporary urban interventions.
 Quantitative research -Mapping Street -stage one
Mapping streets is the tool to identify different types of urban interventions in shopping streets and to make the place effective in terms of shopping function. Three streets were studied in order to understand 'where place-making is created?' and 'what are the temporary urban interventions helps to make the street live and effective'. Data was collected under street layer studies. Namely, public commentaries, objects scale and activity patterns.
1) Analyzing layers of shopping Street-
Especially shopping streets are made with various layers, which reveal the hidden life of the streets. Shopping streets in Pettah are lined on the edges with temporary stalls, installations, and mobile activities. Activities and movement occur parallel to streets here.
2) Mapping temporary urban interventions-
Sounds define spaces on the street. In a tropical climate, trees, canopies, extensions of building porches and shadows define cool zones, especially in shopping streets. This thermal reprieve cause changes in street continuously.
3) Mapping activity patters in selected streets-Activities in streets are specific according to particular function. Also, movement and flows of pedestrian and vehicles have a particular rhythm. Counting surveys were conducted to map the pedestrian and vehicular flows in each selected street.
4) Mapping pedestrian flow of the selected shopping streets 5) Gather text and commentaries about street -(The street as text (ure))
This is to capture the spirit of the street through an experiential mapping represented by the text and commentary by users. Relevant shopping street is deconstructed graphically through signage, snatches of conservation, emotions, personal thoughts, commentaries, and queries.
6) Analyzing Components of scale-
Streets face drastic changes in the scale of the urban fabric. Different sizes of commercial allotments have an impact on the street and pedestrian who tend to perceives the changes through the dynamic rhythm of the walkway arcades (Limin H, 2001)  Define positive matrix of tactical place making in shopping streets to create strong sense of place.
Research method
 Having Intangible parameters, which cannot be measured by quantitative method.  Data and information are studied under two main sections, 'spatial anthropology study' and 'social anthropology study'.  These two sections are divided into four subsections with 13 data variables, which measure the quality of a better place for people.  Data and information are collected under key attributes, intangibles, and measures. Hence, the analysis is based on these sections which formulate the evaluating framework to assess the relationship between temporary urban interventions and the effectiveness in place making in shopping streets.
 Also, the analysis examines the level of effectiveness fulfill through the temporary urban interventions in shopping streets in Pettah as a case.
Pilot study
Several pilot surveys were carried out during weekdays and weekends to find out special key aspects of relevant streets in Pettah, Colombo.
Data collecting time period
Data and information are collected and observed in weekdays only because street activities are terminated in weekends.
Interview sample
The questionnaire survey and photography questionnaire survey sessions were conducted on a day for 100 people in the morning, afternoon, and evening.  The study scope is within the theory of 'tactical place-making' in three selected shopping streets of Pettah in Colombo.  The research aims to examine temporary urban interventions in order to creating quality of shopping streets and strong sense of place with many amenities.
 The study will be focused only on the place-led commercial and community development strategies in shopping streets.
 Findings
Quality of place-Summary chart e. These shopping streets are highly active during daytime from 9.00 am to 8.30 pm f. Street width and building heights directly impact people's impression on safety, comfort and confidence of being on shopping streets. g.Activity based temporary urban interventions stage communities to upgrade their living standards while improving the quality and effective use of urban shopping streets.
Conclusion
As the commercial hot spot of Colombo, Pettah draws in consumers and daily visitors maintaining high concentration of population. About 0.6 sq.km of land extent of Pettah offers thousands of job opportunities and caters for the everyday needs of people, and has the potential to resist the high urban rental of land and goods. Also, it has become a platform for new entrepreneurs/ startups as a response for the rapid development and urbanization. Therefore, high demand for the limited land of Pettah has undertaken its potential to achieve unbearable consequences of rapid development process and urbanization by temporary uses.
Streets in Pettah are as seen everyday places of people. Therefore, streets have a crucial and deep value to make it an effective and lively neighbourhood depending on a local community's assets, inspiration, and potentials. Result of making shopping streets effective and improving their quality upgrades people's health, happiness, and well-being and also it supports to the ongoing evolution of urban public places.
Generally, place making refers to a collaborative, flexible, transformative, dynamic, adaptable and sociable process, which can shape the public domain in order to maximize property values of place. According to the study area, shopping streets consider as the heart of Pettah, which is being, approached a tactical place making (or lighter, quicker, cheaper place making) through temporary urban interventions such as activities, structural and sensory interventions.
Tactical place making, (1) terms an empty, leftover lot or edges on high valued shopping streets into temporary retail stalls (2) allows merchants, entrepreneurs and even food vendors to sell their products. Also, (3) adds low cost, flexible and useful drinks and snacks outlets to refresh people while walking along the streets. (4) Adds and install way finding signage on built fabric and street edges to local businesses and attractions. (5) Works with sounds capes, lightings and smell of foods etc. improves memory of place and identity. Also, (6) provides platform to upgrade community life standards that lead life from streets. Therefore, the vision on tactical place making evolves into implementing smallscale businesses as place-led development process, which leaves community to revitalize and nurture their future while recreating shopping streets into a key gateway for the sustainable everyday needs and desires.
Research can reveal potential of shopping streets during the study.
 Temporary urban interventions stage the shopping activities, which can resist the high urban rental of highly urbanized streets while stimulating quality of shopping streets.
 Temporary interventions in shopping streets allow local retail business to experiment with new concepts before making a substantial political and financial commitment.  Sensory interventions have high potential to attract people and stimulate shopping atmosphere to improve its quality and effectiveness.  Temporary urban interventions are adapted to fill vacant and neglected urban spaces, which has potential to minimize antisocial activities as a tool for a better future of city.  These temporary interventions have the flexibility to get maximum use of high demanded land. Therefore, it is a great saving of resources that contributes to the transforming city towards a better future.
Future studies
Research forms a platform to nurture community capacity and creates opportunities for new entrepreneurs, startups and more substantial investment on shopping streets while transforming them into a better future. Based on the research findings of shopping streets in Pettah, further research can be carried out regarding strategic place making or creative place making in (shopping) streets. This is because tactical place making in shopping streets of Pettah is studied in this research.
